GRAND TIME

WHITEPAPER
The cryptocurrency market is limited to those who know what cryptocurrency is. There are 100 million cryptocurrency wallets in the world, but only 5 million users who actively use cryptocurrency each month. Compared to the billions of people who use social media or fiat currencies every day, that number is minuscule.

The core issue is misperception: many people still think that cryptocurrency is hard to grasp and requires enormous investment. Unfortunately, that is the reality of the current market sentiment regarding blockchain technology.

GRAND TIME IS WILLING TO CHANGE THIS.
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WHAT IS THE GRAND TIME PROJECT?

Grand Time is a multi-functional, decentralized, community-driven crypto ecosystem designed with a clear vision in mind: breaking with the myth of blockchain & crypto technology being too complicated for everyday use and introducing as many new people to the crypto community as possible.

Grand Time is not just a single solution - it's a vast ecosystem consisting of multiple different products which all share the same purpose: making crypto transparent and easily understandable to anyone, especially people with no previous crypto experience. Therefore, the platform will address both the needs of early blockchain adopters & experienced crypto experts.
HOW WILL GRAND TIME ACHIEVE THIS?

The core idea of Grand Time is the value of time.

The value of time is something that’s intuitively understandable by everyone, even people with no technical knowledge. Grand Time will capitalize on this fact to bring crypto to the masses by turning time into tokens - literally. Grand Time approaches time in a unique manner, by using a coherent and easily understandable decimal time measurement system.

In the Grand Time decimal system, every day is divided into 10 equal parts - GRAND hours. In each grand hour there are 100 grand minutes, amounting to 1,000 grand minutes a day. Each minute is 100 grand seconds - a total of 100,000 grand seconds a day. Finally, each grand second is divided into 100 grands, which gives a total of 10 million grands. Each day in the Grand Time system is divided into 10,000,000 smallest parts - Grands. Grand Time turns time into money by tokenizing time itself, making grands into the tokens of our project.
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GRAND ECOSYSTEM

Grand Time is dedicated to the original values of the crypto community. Because of that, the Grand Time platform is fully decentralized, democratic and community-driven.

Grand Time is not just a single solution - it’s a vast ecosystem consisting of different tools which all share the same purpose: making crypto transparent and easily understandable to anyone, especially people with no previous blockchain experience.

Thanks to Grand Time, anyone will be able to effortlessly start earning, investing, trading, and learning about crypto assets. Instead of being just another crypto token with no real use cases, the Grand token will be powering numerous elements of the Grand ecosystem.

Grand Social Mining
Social mining is the core part of Grand Time, as it allows everyone to turn time into token - literally. Register on the platform, receive social media tasks, promote the project - each second you spend will be exchanged for Grand token rewards.

Grand School
Education is the key to pushing the blockchain adoption further and making cryptocurrency use widespread. Grand School will serve as an accessible entry point to the cryptocurrency ecosystem by teaching people how to earn, trade and use Grand tokens.
Grand Wallet
Our wallet is designed to be maximally secure and user-friendly, as we aim to make our decentralized platform accessible to all people. The wallet is used to receive Grand tokens from the Grand Social Mining Reward System, and to safely deposit, store and withdraw Grand tokens.

Grand Messenger
Privacy is one of the core values of the crypto community. Grand Messenger is an encrypted messaging app allowing you to communicate and exchange currencies through P2P transfers with friends and like-minded people.

Grand Exchange
All Grand tokens and tokens created on Grand Terminal can be traded on the Grand exchange. Functionalities typical to decentralized exchanges allow every user to maintain full control over his or her funds without the need to trust a central authority.

Grand Terminal
The Grand ecosystem is designed to accommodate a large number of different tokens. Grand Terminal is the token launch platform enabling organizations and individuals to create and easily manage their own Grand-based tokens.

Grand NFT Auction
Members of the Grand Time community will be able to collect unique NFT Grand Time tokens and own a full day. All Grand Time NFT tokens will be socially minted and purchasable at auctions for Grand Tokens.

Grand Metaverse
Grand Metaverse is a virtual reality platform owned by its users and powered by the Grand Token. You can use all products from the Grand Time ecosystem in metaverse. Create and host your own VR world, meet and connect with other users, socialize, learn, collaborate and attend or host live VR or AR events and much more.
The blockchain-based Grand Time project has its own currency – Grand Token. Grand works as a reference currency for the equity flow in the whole ecosystem, powering the Grand Wallet, Grand Schools education, Grand Terminal usage, Grand Exchange trading and Grand App applications.

The main function of the Grand Token is being the reference currency for all transactions and actions across the Grand ecosystem. Grand will be the main asset of the Grand Exchange, making it the measure of value of all tokens on the platform.

The second key utility of the Grand token is the social mining feature. Social mining will allow the users to earn Grand rewards by performing certain actions on social media. Inviting new users to the Grand social mining platform by using a referral link will make people eligible to earn some % of all Grand earnings from their referral structure. Staking Grand will provide the users with the ability to enhance the rewards generated from Grand Social Mining.

The third main function of the Grand token is marketing. Token holders will be able to utilize the token to order advertising on the Grand Time platform or various social media actions (comments, likes, followers) across different social media like Instagram, Facebook, Tiktok etc.

The final core feature of Grand is the ecosystem governing. Holding Grand will empower the token holder to give recommendations on the project development and fund the most interesting projects built in the Grand ecosystem.

In order to assure growth of the Grand Token ecosystem, Grand will contain not only value growth mechanisms, but also liquidity growth mechanisms and utilities. Because of that, the value of Grand Token will be increasing corresponding to the growth of the ecosystem and the number of active users.
GRAND TOKEN UTILITIES & VALUE GROWTH MECHANISMS:

01. Reference currency for the whole ecosystem & all existing tokens

02. Trading base for all of the pairs on Grand Exchange

03. Ecosystem governing & voting

04. Payment currency for any advertising & marketing services on the Grand Time platform

05. Advanced staking features allowing the users to receive a part of the profit generated by Grand Mining Platform

06. The only digital currency enabling the acquisition of unique Grand Time NFT tokens

07. Key to accessing the premium options of Grand Time App
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GRAND TOKEN
TECHNOLOGICAL SPECIFICATION

The Grand Time ecosystem utilizes a ERC-20 based solution. The Grand token is available as a ERC-20 token built on the Ethereum blockchain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Grand Token</th>
<th>Bitcoin</th>
<th>Ethereum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ticker symbol</td>
<td>GRAND</td>
<td>BTC</td>
<td>ETH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Token launch date</td>
<td>01/01/2019</td>
<td>03.01.2009</td>
<td>07/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total supply</td>
<td>Unlimited Max Supply</td>
<td>21,000,000</td>
<td>Unlimited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Production limited to 10M Grand Tokens daily</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All tokens that were not minted from 10M, burned daily</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The circulating supply of coins</td>
<td>Current Minted Tokens: 720M+</td>
<td>18.2M+</td>
<td>115M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Launchpad Tokens: 1B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All unsold tokens during Launchpad will be burnt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burnable</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native Blockchain</td>
<td>ERC-20</td>
<td>Bitcoin mainnet</td>
<td>ERC-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cryptocurrency type</td>
<td>Token with mainnet chain</td>
<td>Token with mainnet chain</td>
<td>Token with mainnet chain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First launch price</td>
<td>$0.0001</td>
<td>$1</td>
<td>$2.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GRAND TOKEN UNIQUENESS & TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

Most of the projects in the crypto ecosystem have a limited supply. Some tokens issue 10 billion tokens in 10 years, some issue 10 billion tokens one-time.

In Grand Time, we have a different approach. We value our time and have compressed it. We have divided it into parts in order to make it more valuable.

On our platform, we can earn at all times: even the smallest part of a day can be turned into tokens.

Other cryptocurrencies have a limit for a year, or for 10 years. Grand only has a limit for one day. We value time so much, that’s why the daily limit is only 10 million. Every day, the limit is reseted to zero and every day no more than 10 million Grands are produced. All unminted Grand tokens will be burnt by our smart contract automatically at 00:00 Greenwich Mean Time Zone daily.

Time and numbers are accurate calculations. If another project has a limited supply of a year, and Grand has a daily limit, then it is easy to calculate why Grand will be in higher demand.

Currently, the Grand Time ecosystem has over 23k+ users from 80+ countries. They do social media mining tasks and get about 2 million Grand token rewards per day.

If the project grows 10 times - up to 230,000 - then according to this proportion of earning Grands, 20+ million will be needed. But as the daily supply is limited to 10 million, only 8 million will be available to be minted.

Even in this short period of growth - 10 times increase - there will no longer be enough Grands. At this point, a shortage of Grands creates a deficit and an increase in popularity.

A calculation based on the number of participants shows that at 230,000 users there will already be a shortage. Let's imagine when there will be 1.4 million users - how much labor will need to be applied to earn 1 Grand? When the platform has 14 million people, the demand will increase by another 10 times.
Grand Social Mining is a new concept integral to the Grand Time ecosystem. The idea is simple: as users perform social media tasks (comments, likes) generated by our platform or refer new people to the Grand Time network, they will earn Grand token rewards.

Their mining rewards will directly correlate to the number of social media actions they have taken and new partners they have referred. In other words, the more users and network value they bring to the platform, the more Grand rewards they will earn. All mining efforts and rewards will initially transact via the Ethereum Network.

GRAND SOCIAL MINING DISTRIBUTION

Every day, the Grand ecosystem generates 10M new Grand tokens that are available to be minted.

- **80%** Of the total grand pool are available for users to be mined through grand social mining platform
- **20%** Will be used for project operations and charity

All unused tokens will be burned daily. Also, tokens from the 20% will burn if not used.

At the end of this mining period, all Grand tokens that were not burned will have been mined and distributed.

The Grand mining distribution focuses on tokens as a means of building and governing the Grand Network. This model awards early adoption of the Grand token, as Grand mining rewards are reduced exponentially.

Initially, network growth will be driven via larger Grand mining rewards. As the Grand user base and network scales, the Grand network value will increase. Because of this, the lower Grand reward will continue to serve as an effective incentive for Grand mining to continue.

All Grand mining transactions are verified and secured via Ethereum smart contracts, providing safe and trusted Grand mining infrastructure. All transactions can be tracked and verified on the Ethereum blockchain, creating much-desired transparency for all users and partners in the ecosystem.
In this illustration, we have three users: **Tom**, **Bob**, and **Kelly**. They are new users and initially have 0 Grand each.

Over one week, **Tom** left 500 new comments on social media networks to promote Grand and distributed 100 likes. Bob left 200 comments and distributed 50 new likes on his network. **Kelly** did nothing.

Using our Grand mining algorithm, while setting the current per comment weight at 10 and the per like weight at 1, **Tom** will have mined 5,100 Grands, **Bob** will have 2,050 Grands, and **Kelly** will have 0 Grands.

\[
\text{Tom} = (500 \times 10) + (100 \times 1) = (5,000) + (100) = 5,100 \text{ Grands}
\]
\[
\text{Bob} = (200 \times 10) + (50 \times 1) = (2,000) + (50) = 2,050 \text{ Grands}
\]
\[
\text{Kelly} = (0 \times 10) + (0 \times 1) = 0 + 0 = 0 \text{ Grands}
\]

The Grand reward for this first week was automatically determined to be **7,150 Grands**.
Grand School was created to educate people about the cryptocurrency market and help them begin their journey with our platform by earning Grand Tokens rewards.

Grand Time aims to create the world’s biggest educational database about blockchain, tokens, tokenization, cryptocurrencies, new technologies, economics, and decentralized finance. This database will be a great tool for gaining new users and developing the whole cryptocurrency market, and will distinguish Grand token from other crypto projects.

The educational part of the project is extremely important to build the awareness of cryptocurrencies and the Grand token.

Unlike other educational platforms, Grand School provides mentors on top of video lessons. The help of a real person will provide invaluable advice and help to beginners in the crypto ecosystem. In addition to this the Grand School mentors stream live educational classes every week to enhance the new users experience & provide more value.
Grand Messenger gives you the ability to communicate with like-minded individuals via encrypted messages, share your enthusiasm for crypto, and find new crypto friends nearby who share your passion.

Grand Time wants to take it one step further, offering extra features within the instant messaging functionality. While chatting with a friend you’ll also have the ability to send Grand Tokens instantly to them, request Grand Tokens, send multimedia attachments (images, GIFs, videos), emojis and much more.

We also plan on allowing users to send and receive other standard tokens through instant messages. Grand Time platform hopes to make instant messaging more enjoyable and sociable for its users.

Grand Time provides integrated end-to-end message encryption. This will ensure that only you and the person you’re communicating with can read what is sent. Nobody in between can intercept messages.
GRAND EXCHANGE

All Grand tokens and tokens created on Grand Terminal can be traded in our Grand exchange. We are planning to use a decentralized exchange functionality, where every user maintains full control over his or her funds & doesn’t need to trust a central authority.

Grand Time platform includes an exchange market where users can exchange Grand tokens for any other currency pair such as Grand/ETH or Grand/BTC and store them in our internal wallet.

The platform is safe & secure, and we provide an easy means of exchange.

GRAND EXCHANGE FEATURES:

Community Interaction:
The Grand project is transparent regarding its policies & offers. Community interaction will help to increase transparency, as users will be able to better understand our work, activity and the lengths we will go to in order to serve our users.

State-of-the-art Security:
Security is our top priority. We meet all industry standards to ensure that the funds and transactions on our platform are 100% protected.

Reliable Customer Service:
Our team works to respond to every inquiry as soon as possible. We hope our responsiveness demonstrates our thirst to serve.
GRAND WALLET

The Grand wallet is an easy-to-use transaction system for users and partner platforms to manage, secure, and spend their Grands rewards. We seek to lower the barrier of entry for users of all platforms and foster cross-platform integration.

Our main goal is to have a wallet that is secure and user-friendly, as we aim to make our decentralized platform accessible to all people. This wallet receives Grand tokens from the Grand Social Mining Reward System and can be used to deposit, store and withdraw Grand tokens.

Grand Wallets is designed to save time and effort, and avoid frustration. Completing self-registration is always easy and quick.

The wallet is integrated into our app. It is customized to provide a predefined set of functions, including:

- Displaying Grand balances
- Depositing & withdrawing Grand tokens

In the future, integrating other ERC20 tokens deposits Private keys will always be stored on the client’s side, never shared with anyone, so the user wallets remain 100% safe.
GRAND TERMINAL

With the Grand Terminal, individuals and businesses will be able to effortlessly create highly functional tokens in less than 5 mins without any IT knowledge or previous blockchain experience.

Every Grand Based token will be able to be easily imported into the Grand Exchange and managed with Grand Terminal.

**With the launch of the Grand Terminal, the exemplar Grand-based tokens will be created:**

- **Personal & DeFi Tokens**
- **NFT Tokens** (in all forms and shapes: image, audio, video and many more)
- **Business & Utility Tokens** (useful for buying products, paying for services, rating service etc.)

The ability to effortlessly and securely launch innovative digital tokens was one of the main reasons for the massive eruption in the popularity of blockchain technology. The Grand Time ecosystem understands it perfectly, allowing people not only to launch tokens through Grand Terminal, but also to buy & sell them with Grand Exchange, & securely store them in Grand Wallet.

Launching tokens with Grand Terminal will be simple, free, & accessible for everyone. Grand Exchange will provide market making and liquidity for all verified tokens launched with Grand Terminal. Thanks to the easiest listing process in the ecosystem, Grand Exchange will be able to evolve into the biggest crypto exchange in terms of the number of listed assets.
GRAND NFT MARKETPLACE & AUCTIONS

The Grand NFT marketplace will be a place where daily Grand NFT tokens will be produced. These unique NFTs will be available for purchase only in exchange for Grand tokens.

The auctions will take place every day, directly after the NFTs are issued. Each day, 10 unique Grand NFTs will be created and auctioned.

All Grand token holders will be eligible to participate in the auctions. The users that don't hold any Grand tokens will be able to purchase them on Grand Exchange first, and then use them to take part in the auction.

Once all 10 Grand NFT tokens connected to a particular day are collected in a single wallet, the buyer will be able to see a certain picture associated with the purchased day. The picture may contain a day info, a wish and a parting word.

When the complete picture of the day is collected by the project participants, an external auction will be announced on the Grand NFT auction platform. If the person who wants to buy a picture of the day places a request on the auction platform, the system will automatically generate offers for all holders of the required NFT tokens.

For example, someone wants to buy a picture of the full day of April 12. The person puts a bid of 10 ETH for all of the 10 Grand NFT tokens. All holders who have NFT tokens of this day will receive an offer to buy their token for 1 ETH each. The token holder can agree on price or increase the price. By increasing the price and making offers in the auction, the buyer can obtain all the tokens of the day and collect the entire picture.

The second option is to purchase a part of the day and re-sell it to the next person who wants to redeem the tokens of that day. Let's say that due to its uniqueness in 10 years the April 12 of 2021 token will cost tens, hundreds times more than it cost when it was released. Of course, people will also be more motivated to buy these tokens linked to their birthdays or other important dates.

The uniqueness of the Grand NFT marketplace will add a lot of value to the Grand token, and increase the popularity of the entire Grand Time network.
Grand Metaverse is a virtual reality platform owned by its users and powered by the Grand Token.

You can use all products from the Grand Time ecosystem in metaverse. Create and host your own VR world, meet and connect with other users, socialize, learn, collaborate and attend or host live VR or AR events and much more. Grab a VR headset or use your web browser and become completely immersed in a 3D, interactive blockchain world.
Currently, the Grand Time ecosystem includes over 17k+ active users from 35+ countries. We build a community of people from around the world who believe and support the project. Every month we have 15-25% growth of new users with $0 spent on marketing.
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USERS GROWTH PROJECTION

With our rapid growth of 15-25% a month combined with the same accessible model, Grand School and the whole Grand Ecosystem, we project our platform to gain 12 million active users in just 3 years.

USERS DEMOGRAPHICS:

- **Geography**
  - Asia & Middle East: 75.6%
  - Europe: 20.6%
  - South America: 3.8%

- **User Age**
  - Age 20-34
  - Age 35-44
  - Age 45-54
  - Age 55-64
  - Age 65+

- **Gender**
  - Men: 48%
  - Women: 52%
GRAND MEDIA
ADVERTISING PLATFORM

Grand Time has a semi-automatic, self-serve, easy-to-use ad platform. There are no restrictions, meaning that all Grand Time users with a balance of more than 10 Grand tokens can create and manage an ad campaign. Ad campaigns are manageable via an ad dashboard where users can select the type of advertising they prefer.

There are currently 2 types of advertising available on the Grand Time platform:

**Banner Advertising**

Users can upload their banner, add a link to the website and advertise their start-up, personal page or blog to other people on the Grand Time platform. To maintain quality control & ensure compliance, Grand Time support staff manually approve all submitted campaigns prior to going live on the network. All costs are identified in Grand Token and based on CPC (cost-per-click) and CPI (cost-per-impression). Our ad platform launched with basic metrics, with the prospect of extension in the future.

**Social Media Brand Awareness**

Grand Social Mining Platform includes a vast suite of helpful tools. Our solutions enrich users' experience on Social Media, increase brand awareness, increase popularity by purchasing real people likes, comments & followers.

We started our route from Instagram, but Grand Time will soon expand its services to other social media platforms such as Facebook, TikTok, Youtube, Snapchat and many more.

Users are able to purchase likes, comments or followers to their Instagram profile by placing an order on our platform and paying with Grand Token rewards. All actions are done through our social mining platform by real Grand Time users in real time. All costs are identified in Grand Token and based on quantity and type of order. Customers are able to track their order in real time in their dashboard.
ROAD MAP & FUTURE PLANS

2023 Q1
Launch of Grand Time Exchange & Grand Metaverse

2023 Q2
Launch of the center with decimal time measurement system

2023 Q3
Launch of Grand Mainnet

2023 Q4
Launch of Grand Decentralized financial system

2024+
Establishing the sustainable Grand Ecosystem and Continued Project Development

2022 Q4
Grand Listing at Major Crypto Exchanges

2023 Q1
Launch of NFT Auction & NFT Terminal

2023 Q2
Grand School V2 Launch on the Platform

2023 Q3
Launch of Grand Time mobile app & start of the development of Grand Metaverse with a decimal time measurement system

2022 Q1
Advertising platform launch
Launch of Grand Time internal Advertising platform

2022 Q2
Grand Exchange
Start of development of internal grand exchange and preparing of legal & financial solutions

2022 Q3
Grand Terminal & Auction
Start of Development of Grand Terminal & Grand Time NFT tokens auction

2022 Q4
Start of Grand Token Sale Launchpad

2020 Q3
DeFi Exchange Pre-Listing
Grand Token pre-listed in DeFi exchange

2021 Q4
Platform Launch
Grand Time platform release, Grand messenger and Grand social mining platform launch

2021 Q1
Grand Token
Grand token release: Development of Grand Time Platform and Grand Social Mining, Release of Grand Wallet

2018 Q2 - 2020 Q1
Grand Development
Grand Community Development in 50+ Countries

2017 Q4
Start Project
Grand Time Founded, Early Advisors Joined

2018 Q1
Grand School V1
Grand School V1 (Alpha-Beta Test, In Messengers)
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GRAND TOKEN LAUNCHPAD

The Launchpad will be performed from November 5, 2021 till November 4, 2022. The total funding, rules and information about the Launchpad will be disclosed in a separate document.

The funds gained during the Launchpad will be used to create:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grand Exchange</th>
<th>Grand Terminal</th>
<th>Grand NFT Marketplace</th>
<th>Grand Time Mobile App for IOS &amp; Android</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Listing Grand Token on major exchanges</td>
<td>Improving Grand School</td>
<td>Improving functionality of all Grand Ecosystem</td>
<td>Launch of Grand Metaverse</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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LEGAL DISCLAIMER

PLEASE READ THIS DISCLAIMER SECTION CAREFULLY. THIS DOCUMENT IS CREATED SOLELY FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ABOUT THE GRAND TIME PROJECT.

NOTHING IN THIS WHITE PAPER CONSTITUTES, OR IS INTENDED TO BE CONSTRUED AS, AN OFFER TO ISSUE, ALLOT, SELL, OR OTHERWISE TRANSFER, OR AN INVITATION, ADVERTISEMENT, SOLICITATION, RECOMMENDATION, ADVICE, OR INDUCEMENT TO INVEST IN OR MAKE A COMMITMENT TO INVEST IN, ANY SECURITIES, OPTIONS, OTHER FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS OR OTHER ASSETS, WHATSOEVER.

THIS DOCUMENT IS NOT INTENDED TO GIVE AND DOES NOT CONTAIN ANY SORT OF PERSONAL, LEGAL OR FINANCIAL ADVICE. IT IS HIGHLY RECOMMENDED TO CONSULT YOUR OWN LEGAL AND/OR FINANCIAL EXPERTS FOR FURTHER GUIDANCE.

1. The main goal of this White Paper is to introduce the Grand Time Project (the “Project”) and Grand Tokens to the potential token-holders in light of the forthcoming Grand Token Launchpad, the Grand Token Sale.

2. The information set forth below cannot be exhaustive and does not imply any elements of contractual relations. Its sole purpose is to provide relevant and up-to-date information about the Grand Time Project and the team behind the project to the potential token-holders in order to determine whether to conduct a more thorough analysis about the Project with the intention to purchase Grand Tokens.

3. Although this White Paper aims to provide the most relevant and accurate information, the information set forth in this document is only intended to provide general and preliminary information to the potential token-holders and shall not be construed as the basis of any investment decision or strategy. This document in no way constitutes professional advice.

4. Nothing in this White Paper can be considered or construed as forming part of the prospectus of any kind. The information provided in this document has no relation to the securities offering in any jurisdiction.

5. This document is not made in accordance with the laws or regulations of any jurisdiction since it carries the informational purpose only and is not, therefore, subject to the laws and regulations designed to protect purchasers of Grand Tokens.

6. We are only intended for public sale in jurisdictions where no securities regulatory regime has been imposed on tokens by authorized governmental bodies. Potential purchasers from the abovementioned jurisdictions may purchase Grand Tokens via the Token Sale in accordance with the Grand Token Sale Terms and Conditions and this White Paper.

7. The Grand Project shall be legally incorporated and structured under the laws of Seychelles, due to its favorability for blockchain businesses as of the combination of the English Common Law-based legal system and a friendly business climate.
8. Additionally, Seychelles place a great importance on protecting the clients’ rights and interests and have enacted a strict AML regulation, which we are committed to abide by.

9. So far, Seychelles took a ‘wait and see’ approach towards blockchain regulation, but started the development of FinTech regulation in 2018. Should any regulations be put in place, we are committed to receive any permits and undergo any compliance procedures necessary. A local financial regulator, the Financial Services Authority (the “FSA”), has stated that no blockchain businesses are currently regulated (licensed) by the FSA despite many saying they are regulated in Seychelles. Such businesses are not currently caught by the Financial Services Authority Act and, therefore, are not subject to licensing. Since there is no blockchain-specific legislation in Seychelles right now, the main question regarding the Grand Project is whether it is caught under local securities legislation. As of now, since no blockchain businesses have been licensed by the FSA under the Securities Act as well, we believe that the Project, nor its native tokens would fall under its scope. However, should it change at any time in the future, we shall receive all necessary permits, if any.

10. The Grand Token is not intended for sale or use in any jurisdiction where the sale or the use of digital tokens is prohibited. The Grand Token is not intended for public sale where such tokens may be considered securities. For persons from such jurisdictions, this White Paper is for informational purposes only. The company reserves the right to conduct a verification procedure in accordance with our AML Policy that can be accessed on our website. For more information on the jurisdictions that are excluded or restricted from the public token sale, please refer to the Grand Token Sale Terms and Conditions that can be accessed on the Website. Please read the Grand Token Sale Terms and Conditions carefully before purchasing any Grand Tokens.

11. The Grand Token does not give and cannot be construed to give any financial, legal or other rights in any form apart from the rights expressly defined in the Grand Token Sale Terms and Conditions. In case of differences in the Grand Token definition in the White Paper and the Grand Token Sale Terms and Conditions, the Grand Token Sale Terms and Conditions definition shall prevail.

12. The risk of purchasing tokens is high given the unstable regulatory frameworks, market volatility and fluctuations. Thus, only purchasers that have a sound understanding of the way blockchain industry operates and those that have read the risk warning contained in the Grand Token Sale Terms and Conditions, the latest version of which can be accessed on our Website, should purchase the Grand Tokens.

13. Some of the statements in the White Paper include forward-looking statements which reflect the Company’s and/or the Directors’ current views with respect to financial performance, business strategy and future plans, both with respect to the Token Sale and the sectors and industries in which the Company operates. Statements which include the words “expects”, “intends”, “plans”, “believes”, “projects”, “anticipates”, “will”, “targets”, “aims”, “may”, “would”, “could”, “continue” and similar statements are of a future or forward-looking nature. Such forward-looking statements or information include known and unknown risks and uncertainties, which can lead to the situation when the actual events or results materially differ from the statements and estimates implied or expressed in such forward-looking statements.
14. All forward-looking statements address matters that involve risks and uncertainties. Accordingly, there are or will be important factors that could cause the Company’s actual results to differ materially from those indicated in these statements. These factors include, but are not limited to, those described in the part containing risk warnings in the Token Sale, which should be read in conjunction with the other cautionary statements that are included in the Grand Token Sale Terms and Conditions. Any forward-looking statements in the White Paper reflect the Company’s current views with respect to future events and are subject to these and other risks, uncertainties and assumptions relating to the Company’s operations, results of operations and growth strategy.

15. These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of the latest uploaded version of the White Paper in English. The Company undertakes no obligation publicly to update or review any forward-looking statement, whether as a result of new information, future developments or otherwise. All subsequent written and oral forward-looking statements attributable to the Company or individuals acting on behalf of the Company are expressly qualified in their entirety by this paragraph. Prospective token-holders should specifically consider the factors identified in the Grand Token Sale Terms and Conditions which could cause actual results to differ before making a decision to purchase Grand Tokens.

16. This White Paper can be amended at any time to provide more detailed information or reflect some changed circumstances. In such cases, the latest version of the document shall prevail over the older version. We do not undertake to notify you of any changes. The latest version of the document can be accessed via our Website.

17. Although we make every effort to ensure that the latest version of the White Paper uploaded on the Website is relevant and accurate, you must not rely on the information provided in this document as an alternative to the qualified professional advice from the third party.

18. If you have any specific questions about any legal, financial, taxation or other issues, you should consult an appropriately qualified professional.

19. This document in the English version is the main official source of information about the Token Sale and the Grand Project.

20. Information contained in this document may, from time to time, be translated into other languages or used in writing or verbally to communicate with the existing or potential clients, partners etc. In case there is a conflict or inconsistencies between the translated versions and the official document in English, the provisions contained in an official document in English shall prevail.

21. The Company will not be liable to you in respect of any business losses, including without limitation loss of or damage to profits, income, revenue, use, production, anticipated savings, business, contracts, commercial opportunities or goodwill that may arise directly or indirectly from the document.